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NOTES
1. LOT LINES ARE ROADS TO CURVES STREETS UNLESS MARKED FOR NON-ROADS. NO TURNING WALLS, FENCES, HOUSES OR OTHER STRUCTURES MAY BE PLACED WITHIN EIGHT FEET WHICH OCCUPY THE FLOW OF DRAINAGE IN SADDLE CREEK.
2. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
3. THE OWNER OF PRIVATE PROPERTY CONTAINING A SADDLE CREEK TRACT, AS HERETOFOR DESIGNATED AND IDENTIFIED, IS THE PERSON WHOSE PROPERTY IS TO BE PROCESSED.
4. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
5. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
6. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
7. THE COLORADO CORD AND COORDINATING網 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
8. THE COORDINATING網 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
9. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
10. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
11. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
12. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
15. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
16. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
17. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
18. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
20. THE COORDINATING网 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
21. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
22. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTLY DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.

MONUMENT NOTES
1. MONUMENTS WILL BE SET IN ALL LOT CORNERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE OF COLORADO LAND SURVEY LAWS. MONUMENTS WILL BE SET IN ACCORDANCE WITH SADDLE CREEK DIRECTIVES OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
2. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
3. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
4. THE COLORADO COORDINATING网格 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
5. THE COORDINATING网格 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
6. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
7. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
8. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
9. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
10. THE COLORADO COORDINATING网格 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
11. THE COORDINATING网格 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
12. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
13. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
14. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
15. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
16. THE COLORADO COORDINATING网格 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
17. THE COORDINATING网格 IS DEFINED AS SURVEY 2.
18. THIS DRAWING IS ORIGINATED BY LONE ENTERPRISES COLORADO INC. NO. 1.
19. WHERE THE ELEVATION SURVEY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
20. THE SURVEYOR OF LAND SURVEYS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACCURACY OR SURVEY IDENTIFIED AS AN ELEVATION DIRECTED TO THE DRAWING IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ELEVATION.
21. THE AMENDMENTS ASSOCIATED WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
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